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Let G be a finite group and let V(ZG) be the group of units of augmentation one of LG. 
Denote by C,, the cyclic group of order n and by C,, XI C,, the metacyclic group which is the split 
extension of C,, by C,, with some conditions. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem: “Suppose that m is an even integer 
not dividing 12, then, there exist at most a finite number of primesp such that G = C, XI C, has 
a normal complement in V(ZG).” 
1. Introduction 
For a ring S, U(S) denotes the unit group of S. Let G be a finite group and let 
ZG be its integral group ring. Define V(ZG) = {u E U( ZG)l I = l} , where F 
denotes the augmentation map of ZG. Denote by C, the cyclic group of order n 
and by C, XI C, the metacyclic group which is the split extension of C, by C,, 
where m and II are relatively prime and C, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup 
of c,. 
In this paper, we will consider the following: 
Problem. Is there a normal subgroup F of V(ZG) such that V(ZG) = F. G? 
If there exists such a subgroup, we say that G has a normal complement in 
V(ZG). Recently, several authors solved this problem affirmatively for some 
metabelian groups ([l-3,5] etc.). On the other hand, Roggenkamp and Scott [4] 
gave counterexamples to this problem. Their examples are C,, XI C, and 
CM, x’ C,W 
The purpose of this paper is to show the following: 
Theorem. Let m be a positive integer. 
(1) Suppose that m is odd or dividing 12, then G = C, XI C, has a normal 
complement in V(ZG) for any prime p. 
(2) Suppose that m is an even integer not dividing 12, then, there exist at most a 
finite number of primes p such that G = C, XI C,,, has a normal complement in 
V(ZG). 
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Remark. In the case where m is odd or dividing 4 or 6, the problem has been 
solved in [l] and [5]. 
For a positive integer k, we denote by Qk(X) the kth cyclotomic polynomial 
and by & a primitive kth root of unity. We also denote by Z[&] the ring of all 
algebraic integers in Q( 5,). 
Our theorem follows from the following: 
Theorem A. (1) G = C, XI C,, has a normal complement in V(ZG) for any prime 
P. 
(2) Let m be an even integer not dividing 12 and p be a prime number. Suppose 
that G = C, XI C,,, has a normal complement in V(ZG), then p must be in the set 
U {q a prime number 1 q divides (utdlm - 1) for any ud E 
dim 
dfl x2,3,4,6 u(z[~dhl)) 7 
where Iud( is the order of g,(u,). Further ludl divides ns=, ( qfci) - l)qr”‘-‘. The 
definitions of g”d and ns=, (qf”’ - l)qr(“-’ are given in (2.1) and (2.4). 
In the last section, we will consider the case where G = C, XI C,, or C, XI C,. 
2. Units in ZC, 
Hereafter, we fix a primitive mth root of unity &,, and put i, = (2’” for any 
divisor k of m. We write C,,, = (T). Let d be a divisor of m. Since (rm - 
1) l(Qd(7)) = (? - l)(rlk,d,kzd @J(7))/ (r” - 1) = (rm-d + . . . + rd + 1) (III,,,,,,, 
@r_(~)), we get the following pullback diagram: 
where g,, h,, s”d and id are the natural surjections. 
Let m = q;(l) . . . q:“‘, d = q;(l) . . . q~“‘, 15 e(i), 05 c(i) 5 e(i), i = 1, . . . , S, 
be the prime decompositions of m and d. 
We will consider fl kld,kfd Qk( ld). By Euler’s inversion formula, it is easy to see 
that Qk( &) is a unit in Z[ J,] if d/k is divisible by at least two distinct primes. 
Next, we will consider the case where (d/k) = q’ for some prime q. Write 
d=q’t, (q,t)=l. Then k=q’-“t. 
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Suppose that 19 a I c - 1. Then, we can write 
C&(X) = @qC-a,(x) 
XFf _ 1 
E.z 
X4 
c-o-It 
. fi x”ry’” _ 1 
_ 1 ;=l X4= a ‘r/a, _ 1 
where a,, . . . , a,,, b 1, . . . , b, are the square-free 
Therefore 
Similarly, we can show that Qk( 5,) = (,& - 1)~ 
a = c. 
Therefore 
where 
divisors of t not equal to 1. 
for some u E U(Z[ ld]) . 
for some u E U(Z[ cd]), when 
= (IJ (&, - P} . w for some w E U(Z[ ld]) , 
1 1 if c(i) 2 1 , 6(i)r () ifc(i)=O. 
Thus we get 
‘[i,r]‘(; (n @k(i,,)) = s 
kld 
kfd 
‘[cdl 
fII, qy-““( i;, - p 
Hence, we can get the following diagram: 
WI hci 
&i 
Z[T] /((T” - 1) l@d(T))- 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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Now, consider the exponent of U(Z[ J,] /( qr(i)-c(i)( lqbi - l)“‘i’)), 1 I i I s. For 
simplicity, we write qi = q, e(i) = e, c(i) = c and 6(i) = 6. 
Case 1. 15~. 
In this case U(Z[ &] /( q’-‘( & - 1)“)) = U(Z[ id] /( q’-‘( [q - 1))). Denote by N 
the set of all natural numbers and by cp( .) Euler’s totient function. Let f be the 
minimal element of the set {k E N 1 qk = 1 (mod d/q”)}. Then the prime decom- 
position of q in Z[&,] is (q) = (q, . . . qg)qcm’(sml’, where g = cp(dlq’)/f. Further, 
the order of the quotient ring Z[ &] /qi is q! Therefore 
Z[J,]l(q”( lq - 1)) = Z[&]/(q, . . qp)4c-l((e-‘)(q-‘)+l) 
For an ideal J of Z[ &I, we write 1 + J = { 1 + x 1 x E J}. It is easy to see that 
V~[Lfll cs; c-%e-dw)+l))) E C,,_* x { U(Z[ ld] / (qjic~‘((e-c)(rl-l)+l))) ” (1 + 
q,)} for any j, 1 I j I g. By direct calculations, we can see that the exponent of 
~(+vv], (q;“(iPWq-l)+l) )) II (1 + q,) is smaller than q’-‘. Therefore we can 
write 
WW’JW-c(lq - l>))‘C,r-, x ... x C,~L, x Q, 
g 
where Q is the abelian q-group of the exponent smaller than qp-‘. 
Case 2. c = 0. 
In this case U(Z[ Jd] /( q’-‘( cq - 1)“)) = U(Z[ &] /( q’)). By the same way as in 
the case where 1 I c, we see that U(Z[&]l(q’)) = C,,_, x . . . x C,,_, x Q’ 
where Q’ is the abelian q-group of the exponent smaller than qpp’, and f is the 
minimal element of the set {k E N 1 qk = 1 (mod d)}. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, we can show that the exponent of U(Z[&]l((ml 
d)(n k,d,kfd Qk( &)))) is smaller than ns=, ( qfci) - l)qrci)-l, where f(i) is the 
minimal element of the set 
{k E N 1 q,k = 1 (mod dlqf”‘)} (2.4) 
By the embedding hd~gd:~[~]~~[5d]~~[7]/((~m - 1)/Qd(7)), we will iden- 
tify Z[T] with the subring of Z[ &] @Z[T] /((T” - l)lQd(7)). Denote by 
Gal(Q( id) /a) the Galois group of the extension a( &) /Q. Then, it is easy to see 
that 
for any p E Gal(Q(&)IQ). Therefore, if ud is an element of U(Z[&]) such that 
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gd(ud) = 1, then &( p(ud)) = 1 for any p E Gal(Q( &,)IQ). Hence, if (ud, 1) E 
U(Z[7]), then 
(dud), 1) E u(4~1) for any P E Gal(Q( 5,)/Q) (2.5) 
For ud E u(z[ &I), d enote by (udl the order of the element gd(ud). Then ]ud] 
divides nl,, (q{(j) - l)qr(“-’ by (2.4). By a property of a pullback diagram, we 
have (u!~‘, 1) E U(Z[T]) f or any ud E U(Z[ld]). Note that hd((ufd’, 1)) = utd’ 
and h,((u$’ , 1)) = 1 for any I such that I]m and I # d. It is easy to see that 
= Ker(u(L[i,l~+ U(z[i,l/((mid)( g @k&j)))). 
kfd 
Therefore, if we set W, = { (utd’, l)] ud E U(Z[l,])} ( c U(Z[T])), then it is a 
subgroup of U(Z[7]). Further, it is closed under the action of Gal(Q( id) /O) by 
(2.9, this means that, for any (utd’, 1) E W, and p E Gal(Q( ld)/Q), we get 
(p(utd’), 1) E W,. Note that, if d # 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6, then there exist units of infinite 
order in Z[ ld], so W, has elements of infinite order for such d. 
Summarizing the results, we get 
Lemma 2.1. Let m be an even integer. For any divisor d of m, we set a subgroup 
w, = {(&d’, 1) ( ud E u(z[6dl>> Of u(z[‘-l). Then 
(1) Suppose that d # 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6, then W, has an element of infinite order; 
(2) For any (u, lUd’, 1) E W,, we get hd((utd’, 1)) = u’Jd’ and h,((ukd’, 1)) = 1 for 
any 1 such that I/m and I# d; 
(3) W, is closed under the action of Gal(Q( Jd) /Q). 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 
For d # 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, U(Z[ &I) h as an element of infinite order, so {q a prime 
number 1 q divides (utdlrn - 1) for any ud E U(Z[ cd])} is a finite set. Therefore 
our theorem follows from Theorem A. 
From now on, we assume that p is a prime number and m is an even integer not 
equal to 2, 4 or 6. 
Write G=Cp~~Cm=(u,r~~P=rm=l, r(+7P’=c’) and IF,=ZipZ. 
For an element x E Z (resp. y E Z[T]), we denote by X E LF, (resp. 7 E ~F,[T]) 
the image of x (resp. y) under the natural map Z+ [F, (resp. Z[T]+ [FP[7]). Then 
the order of ? in U([F,) is m. Define linear representations vi, 15 i 5 m, of 
C, = (T) over [F,, by vi:~-iL-‘. We use the following result [4]: 
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Theorem 3.1 (Roggenkamp and Scott [4]). Let G = C, XI C,. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G has a normal complement in V(ZG). 
(2) There exists i,, 15 i, 5 m, such that (z+(u)l~,,+I(u))” = 1 for any u E 
U(ZC,). 0 
Let d be a divisor of m. Then we can decompose Odd(~) as follows: 
dZd(T) = n (7 - J(m’d)k) 
OSkSd 
(k,d)=l 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
z[Tl/(@d(T)) 5z[~dl~pE[~dl = F,[+(@d(T>) (3.1) 
III III 
‘[lddl ,s$ld FJ+(T - f(m’d)k) 
(k,d)=l 
For any k, 0~ k 4 d, (k, d) = 1, we set the natural projection T+,djk+l as 
follows: 
T(m,d)k+, :F,[7]/(@dd(T))+ Fpbl/(~ - y(m’d)k) 
Then T(mld)k+l ‘g,, d(ld)= y(‘“‘d)k and T(mid)k+l ogp,dohd= ‘(rn/d)k+l. Take ‘d E 
U(Z[ ld]) and write ud = cj ail:, ai E Z, then T~m,djk+l ~g~,~(u~) = cj ZjY(m’d)ki. 
Take k,E{klO~k~d,(k,d)=l}, then 
= 1 c a,7 (m’d)k,kj 10 5 k 5 d, (k, d) = 
i 
1) 
2 #“‘d)ki 10 5 k I 5 d, (k, d) = 1 I 
(~,d)k+~Ogp,d(Ud)~O~ ks4 (k 4 = l>. 
Hence, if T(mid)k,+l O&db(“d)> = ’ for any p E Gal(Q( ld)/Q), then 
T(mid)k+l ‘gp,dkd) = 1 for any k, 0 5 k % d, (k, d) = 1, so 
&,d(“d> = ’ . (3.2) 
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First, we further assume that m # 12. Suppose that G has a normal complement 
in V(ZG). Let i, be the positive integer given in Theorem 3.1. By the hypothesis 
of m and by Lemma 2.1, there exists the divisor d of m and k,,, 0 5 k,, 5 d, 
(k,,, d) = 1, such that (m/d)& + 1 is equal to i, or i, + 1 and W,, defined in 
Lemma 2.1, has an element of infinite order. 
Suppose that (m/d)& + 1 = i,,. Then, since m is even, ~~~+~((p(ut”‘), 1)) = 1 
for any (utd’, 1) E W, and p E Gal(Q( JJ~) /O) by Lemma 2.1. Therefore 
~~,,((p(~ji”“‘), 1))” = 1 for any (Utd’, 1) E W, and p E Gal(Q( [,)/a). But 
v~,,((P($“‘), 1))” = TcmidjkO+, og,.,(~(&‘“)). Hence gp,n(ul;(d’m) = 1 for any 
ud E U(Z[&]) by (3.2). Thus p divides (utdlrn - 1) for any ud E U(Z[ &I). 
When (m/d)& + 1 = i, + 1, we can show the same results as the case where 
(mld)k, + 1 = i,, so we omit the proof. 
Next, suppose that m = 12. Note that, for any i, 15 i 5 12, V, decomposes as 
follows: 
where d = 12/(12, i - 1). Since U(Z[ &]) = + ( Jd) for d # 12, we have y(u)12 = 
%(4’2 = 1 in U([F,) for any u E U(Z[T]). Therefore we get (v~(u)/v~(u))~* = 1 for 
any u E U(Z[r]). H ence, G = C, XI C,, has a normal complement in V(ZG) for 
any prime p by Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
4. Special cases 
Example 4.1 (m = 10). Suppose that G = C, XI C,, = ((7, T 1 CT’ = 71° = 1, r~~--l = 
a”) has a normal complement in V(ZG). Consider the following pullback 
diagram: 
Z[rl l ~[71/(@5(4> = aLi1 
1 I 
gs 
.z[T] /((T - 1)(7j + l))- z[35]/22[55]~~[~5]/(55 - l) 
Take u = -1f 5, + Sz = (V’%3)/2~ U(Z[15]), then the order of g,(u) is 3. 
Next, consider the following pullback diagram: 
Z[Tl > aTI /(@IO(~)) =~[!LJ 
1 1 
i10 
Z[T] /((T’ - l)(T + l))- ~~5~01~~~~5,01~~~~,01~~5~0 + 1) 
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Take u = -1 - [,0 + St,,, then the order of g”,,(u) is 3. Therefore, by Theorem A, 
p E {q a prime number 1 q divides (-1 + 5, + Sl)“” - l} U{ q’ a prime number 1 q’ 
divides (- 1 - lro + l;,)“’ - l} . But 
= (-930250 + 41602Oti)( -930248 + 41602Oti) 
=23511.31.61(-1525 + 682fi)(-682+305ti). 
Let N denote the norm map from Q(G) to Q, then N(-1525 + 682fi) = 5 and 
N(-682 + 305fi) = -1. Similarly, 
= (-930250 - 41602Ofi)(-930248 - 41602Oti) 
=23~5~11~31~61(1525+682~)(682-305~), 
N(1525 + 682fi) = 5 and N(682 - 305fi) = -1. Hence p E {11,31,61}. 
Note that V(Z[T’]) = (-l f r2 + r”) x (Q-~), by [2]. Using this fact we can 
show, by Theorem 3.1, that G = C, XI C,, has a normal complement in V(ZG) if 
p = 11, 31, or 61. Therefore, we have shown that G = C,, XI C,, has a normal 
complement in V(ZG) if and only if p = 11, 31 or 61. 
Example 4.2 (m=8). Suppose that G=CpXlC,=(a,71~P=7X=1, rcK1= 
or) has a normal complement in V(ZG). Consider the following pullback 
diagram: 
E[r] h8 ------+Z[7]/(r4 + l)=z[&J 
i I 
i8 
Z[T] /(T4 - 1) is - a a /2a &?I 
It is well known that U(Z[&]) = * (&) x (1 + 6, + g,‘). Since the order of 
,&(l + 5, + [i’) is 2, p must be contained in the set {q a prime number 1 q divides 
(1 + & + S,‘)‘” - l} by Theorem A. But 
(1 + & + 5;‘)‘” - 1 = (V? + 1)16 - 1 
= {(v?+ l)* - 1}{(fi+ 1)” + 1) 
= 24. 3.17(24 + 17ti)( 17 + 12x0) , 
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N(24 + 17fi) = -2 and N(17 + 12fi) = 1, where N denotes the norm map from 
Q(fi) to Q. Hence p E (17). 
We will show that G = C,, XI C, has a normal complement in V(ZG). Since 
g”,(l+ i* + S,‘)ff~,VV[~l XT4 - l))), there is not a unit u in U(Z[7]) such that 
h,(u) = 1 + & + ii’. Therefore h8(U(Z[7])) = k((l + & + li1)2) X (&). But 
1 T, 08,,,~((1+ i, + J,‘)‘)>” = 1 in VI,) f or any k, 0 5 k 5 8, (k, 8) = 1. There- 
fore we have shown that G = C, XI C, has a normal complement in V(ZG) if and 
only if p = 17. 
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